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 2021 SOUTHERN LIGHTS FLIGHT 
Melbourne Aurora Sightseeing Flight 
Departing 25th Sept, 2021 ~8pm (return ~5am-6am 26th  September) 

Join us on this exclusive equinox Southern Lights Flight as we travel on 
our specially chartered 787-9 Dreamliner, flying high over the Southern 
Ocean towards Antarctica.  Our destination – the incredible once-in-a-
lifetime show of the unique and mesmerising equinox aurora!  
The captivating and enchanting Northern and Southern Lights have, for the most 
part, always been accessible only to those willing to venture up to the far north of 
the Northern Arctic Circle during their winter months or for those based in 
Antarctica during the inhospitable southern winter there.   

Now, for the inaugural Quo Vadis Holidays “Southern Lights Flight”, our plan is, to 
witness this spectacle of Mother Nature at 38,000ft from the comfort of your seat 
on board a beautiful Qantas 787-9 Dreamliner. With very special guest 
astrophysicist Professor Alan Duffy on board to enlighten us on all the wonders of 
auroras as we head south! 

To see the Northern or Southern Lights during one of their intense displays is to 
watch one of the great sights that our Earth puts on! 

Though never a 100% guarantee, we absolutely maximise our chances of seeing 
the Aurora Australis to ~ 90% - 95% by: 

i) Flying south to ~ 60ºS latitude where the aurora oval passes overhead
each evening

ii) We fly at ~38,000ft, high above any possible cloud cover that could
obscure our views at ground level

iii) Our dates are based around the Equinox which historically and
scientifically always has higher aurora activity

This 2021 Southern Lights Flight is not only designed for keen astronomers and 
astrophotographers but for any adventurous traveller looking to tick off a major 
bucket-list travel experience. 
This is the ONLY Australian aurora flight to be timed during the all-important 
equinox week when aurora reliability is much greater than at other time of the 
year. Aurora strength is typically double to EIGHT times stronger at this time! 

Come join us in 2021 for this “bucket-list” ticking round-trip flight to discover the 
enchanting and mesmerising natural wonder of the world, the Southern Lights! 

See you on board with us in 2021!       Tim         Tim Kozma,       
Director/owner,          Quo Vadis Holidays 

Inclusions: - return flights from Melbourne (Sydney to be offered also if sufficient demand)

- delicious in-flight Qantas catering (meal and beverage service) 

- Astrophysicist on board as host lecturer

COVID-19 SAFETY:  (these measures will be based upon required protocols at the time of departure) 
In conjunction with airport and airline regulations, Qantas/Quo Vadis Holidays will exercise the following measures:
 

• For the peace of mind of all passengers, everyone will be required to complete a Health and Safety declaration form. In
addition, a contactless temperature test will be conducted on all passengers prior to embarkation. Those people with a
fever (38°C or higher) will be denied boarding but, will receive a credit for a future flight.

• To reduce congestion on board, not all seats in Economy Class will be sold allowing more distancing for passengers.
• No check-in will be required at the airport. Passengers will proceed straight through security and to the departure gate.
• Prior to embarkation, each passenger will receive a personal Qantas pack for the flight including disposable mask,

sanitiser and disinfectant wipes.
• Qantas have implemented strict cleaning protocols. Prior to embarkation, there will be enhanced cleaning of the aircraft

with a disinfectant effective against coronaviruses. There will be a focus on high contact areas – seats, seatbelts,
overhead lockers, air vents and toilets. The air conditioning system of all Qantas aircraft are fitted with hospital-grade
HEPA filters, which remove 99.9% of all particles including viruses. Air inside the cabin is refreshed every few minutes,
ensuring the highest possible quality of cabin air.

• Additional sanitisers will be available on board throughout the duration of the flight.



 2021 SOUTHERN LIGHTS FLIGHT 

HOW IT WORKS: 
The flight shall depart southwards from Melbourne at ~8pm 
with dinner and beverage service once in-flight.  
En route we’ll have a special in-flight guest astrophysicist as 
speaker to teach us about the auroras and other fascinating 
astronomical facts PLUS a expert aurora photographers shall 
be on hand to advise us on how best to capture the auroras on 
cameras. 

The flight will travel to ~ 60º southern latitude to where we are 
within the aurora oval or to where it shall be located to our 
south. At that point, the plane will then spend around 120- 
180minutes alternating its direction every 10-20minutes to 
maximise visibility of the Southern Lights for passengers. This 
will be done such that both sides of the plane will have 
approximately equal viewing time should the auroras be 
showing. Cabin lighting shall be dimmed whilst under the 
aurora oval to maximise our viewing chances and to assist 
with any photography.  

NO REQUIREMENT TO ROTATE YOUR SEATS! 

SEATING OPTIONS: 
All seating in the three classes is offered as a pair of the two 
outermost seats which guarantees a window for every booking 
of two guests. No seat rotation required.  
Additionally, in Premium Economy and Economy, there will be 
the ability to purchase the adjacent aisle seat (C or H) for a 
third person within your group and also the option in Economy 
to purchase the inside aisle seat  (D or F) if you are a group of 
four. There will be very limited numbers of these seats offered. 

i) Business 
- Seats A (window) and E (aisle) or K (window) and F (aisle)

   Price per Two Seats:      $13,980 

ii) Premium Economy  
- Seats A (window) and B (aisle) or K (window) and J (aisle)

    Price per Two Seats:     $9,780 
- Add on an interior aisle seat (D or F)
    Price per One Seat:     $2,790 (bookable only with a Pair of Premium 

Economy seats) 

iii) Economy  
- Seats A (window) and B (center) or K (window) and J (center)

    Price per Two Seats:  $4,380 
- Add on an exterior aisle seat (C or H)
    Price per One Seat:  $1,490 (bookable only with a Pair of Economy seats) 

- Add on an interior aisle seat (D or F)
    Price per One Seat:  $   990  (bookable only with a row of three Economy seats) 

INCLUSIONS: 
- return flights from Melbourne
- international standard dining and beverage service
- Guest Astrophysicist on board as guest speaker
- Expert astrophotography advice and assistance on board



Premium Economy Class Layout 

Economy Class Layout 

PREMIUM ECONOMY CLASS BUSINESS CLASS 

BUSINESS CLASS 
AU$13,980 per two seats

ü 1x  window and inside seat in Qantas
Business Class

ü Ample legroom and lay-flat seating
ü Enjoy full International Business Class dining

and beverage service

Fly in absolute luxury in Qantas’s exclusive Business 
class with its ample legroom, plenty of space to 
spread out and lay-flat seating.  
A total of 42 Business class seats with 30 in the 
forward cabin and 12 in the central cabin. 
Enjoy full Qantas International Business class dining 
and beverage service.

PREMIUM ECONOMY CLASS 
AU$8,980 per two seats

ü 1x window and adjacent
seat in Qantas Premium
Economy Class

ü Enjoy greater legroom,
space

ü Premium Economy
International dining and
beverage service

AU$2,780 per extra third interior seat
AU$1,980 per extra fourth interior seat

SOUTHERN LIGHTS FLIGHT SEATING PLAN 



SOUTHERN LIGHTS FLIGHT SEATING PLAN 
 

ECONOMY CLASS 

ECONOMY CLASS 
AU$4,380 per two seats

ü 1x window and
adjacent Economy
seat.

ü Enjoy your own large
787-9 window either
with a wing - view or
without.

ü Qantas International
Economy dining and
beverage service

ECONOMY CLASS EXTRA SEATS 
1) AU$1,490 per extra third seat

ü 1x exterior aisle seat
(C or H) added to the
pair of Economy class
seats booked

2) AU$  990 per extra fourth seat

ü 1x interior aisle seat (D
or F) added to the pair
of Economy class
seats booked

(D or F) may be added to a
pair of Economy class and 
third seats 



FLIGHT PLAN 

Departing Melbourne located at 38º latitude South, 
we’ll be flying more-or-less directly southwards to 
around 60º South where the “aurora oval” sweeps 
overhead each evening (and day!) In fact we’ll almost 
be reaching Antarctica!  

Our Captain will be deciding during the flight, based 
upon prevailing conditions as to the exact direction 
and then our “zig-zagging” every 10-20 minutes so as 
to maximise our viewing on both sides of the auroras. 
All going well we hope to have at least 120-150 
minutes of aurora viewing time before returning to 
Melbourne.  

Leaving at around 8:30pm we expect to be down in 
the “aurora zone” around 11:30pm. We’ll spend up to 
3 hours there until around 2:30am before heading 
northward back home!  
 

WHY BOOK WITH US? 

- EXCLUSIVE - the ONLY 2021 “equinox” aurora flight departing from Australia
- EXCLUSIVE - NO SEAT ROTATION during the flight/aurora viewing

There is NO mandatory seat rotation.  The seats you book are yours for the ENTIRE flight. This is all part of the unique Quo Vadis experience.

- EXCLUSIVE - HIGHER aurora activity
Our flight is scientifically planned to coincide with the MUCH greater aurora activity which always occurs during the “aurora window” week around the two yearly
equinoxes – this is due to the extraordinary phenomenon of the Russell-McPherron Effect!

- EXCLUSIVE - SEAT SELECTION at the time of booking
We offer you seat selection choice based upon availability in the class chosen at the time of your booking

- EXCLUSIVE - PEACE OF MIND Booking Policy
Book confidently with our Covid-19 refund policy. Deposits are refundable until June 15th 2021

- EXPERT AURORA PHOTOGRAPHY ASSISTANCE
Whilst on board, Quo Vadis Holidays’ owner/Director and a very select group of expert aurora photographers shall be on hand to assist with your photos!

- GUEST ASTROPHYSICIST
Renowned and well-respected astrophysicist extraordinaire Professor Alan Duffy will enthral and enlighten us on auroras and all things astronomical on board!



PROFESSOR ALAN DUFFY 
Quo Vadis Holidays is absolutely delighted to announce that our 
Guest Astrophysicist on board is the renowned Professor Alan Duffy! 

Recognisable from his many television appearances in Australia as 
the go-to astrophysicist/astronomer and anything-science expert, 
Professor Duffy brings an incredible knowledge of everything 
astronomical on board as our guest speaker. He will enlighten and 
entertain us all on the hows and whys of auroras and everything else 
to do with astronomy as we head south to the aurora oval! 

Born in England and raised in Ireland, Professor Duffy comes with an 
incredible CV and field experience. A degree in Physics from 
Manchester University, a Master in Physics from the University of 
Amsterdam, a PhD in Astronomy and Astrophysics from the 
University of Manchester (his thesis entitled “Investigation of large 
scale structure in the universe”.) 

Invited to Australia in 2009 to work on the first stage of Australia’s 
component of the Square Kilometer Array which will become the 
world’s largest astronomical facility. Post-Doctoral Research Fellow 
at Melbourne University and currently Associate Professor at 
Swinburne University of Technology. 

A regular guest speaker at functions, Professor Duffy will bring the 
universe and auroras alive for us! 



  

FAQs 
Are the Southern Lights guaranteed? 
 - Unfortunately, there is no guarantee of seeing auroras. They are dependent upon the prevailing   
   solar activity. We do however maximise our chances by flying well above any prevailing cloud-cover  
   plus we’ll fly into or near the southern aurora oval at ~ 60º S latitude late in the night when skies  
   are dark. We run our flights around the equinox when aurora activity generally has a peak and so   
   chances are around 90% - 95% of seeing them. 
 

If we see the lights, what should I expect to see? 
 - To the naked eye, auroras are generally a faint, wispy off-white colour and under very dark skies a hint  
   of pale green may be detected. When solar activity is high and auroras are strong, their shimmering  
   movement can be seen and slightly stronger hues of pale green and sometimes even a very pale purple  
   or even red might be detected.  
 

Will it be possible to take photos of the auroras? 
 - Yes. Cabin lights will be dimmed to assist with this should they appear. For best results, a camera with  
   the ability to adjust ISO (film speed) and exposure such as a DSLR will give the best results. The latest  
   mobile phone cameras typically will be able to take simple photos however DSLR cameras will achieve  
   the best results. 
 

Is there a refund if we do not see the Southern Lights? 
- Unfortunately no. As mentioned in the previous FAQ, the auroras are dependent upon the prevailing  
   solar activity and given the amount of pre-planning involved our chances are around 80% - 90% of  
   seeing them. Given the huge success of similar flights through America, Canada, Scandinavia and New  
   Zealand, we're quietly confident they'll be seen! 
 

Is there a refund if the flight is cancelled due to Covid-19 or other Government restrictions? 
- Yes! Should the flight be cancelled due to Covid-19 or other Government flight/travel restrictions, you will   
  receive a full refund of monies paid minus a $50 Administration fee.  
 

Will the weather affect the viewing? 
- As we'll be flying at ~38,000 feet high above any cloud cover and the fact that auroras occur high up in   
  the atmosphere between 80km to 120km above the Earth's surface, the weather will not affect visibility. 
  We have timed the flight to be down under the "aurora oval" around midnight when it is darkest plus  
  before the moon will affect the sky's darkness. 
 

How long is the flight and if the auroras are showing, how long will we get to see them? 
- Total duration will be around 9-10 hours departing at ~8pm in the evening. We expect to fly for around  
  3.5hours southwards to ~65º south latitude and then if the auroras are showing we'll spend around 120- 
  180 minutes "zig-zagging" the plane to be able to watch them from either side 
 

Are food and drinks provided during the 2021 Southern Lights Flight? 
- Even though this is classed as a domestic flight, we provide international standard service on our Qantas  
  charter. Full dinner service on departure and complimentary bar service is provided throughout the flight. 
 

Can I select a certain seat? 
- Unlike other aurora flights, we will try and accommodate seating requests based upon availability at the  
  time of your booking. Seats will be allocated on the best available at the time of your reservation. 
  The final seating allocation will be done the evening before departure when final bookings and passenger   
  numbers are confirmed. 
  The sooner you book, the better your chances of getting the seats you would like! 
  There may be some requirement by the airline on the departure evening to adjust some seating for   
  aircraft trim reasons.  
 

 
 



FAQs 
Can I buy a single seat on board? 
- There will be just two single seats offered, both of these are in Business Class.

For the rest of the plane all seats are sold as pairs (one window seat and it's adjacent seat). In Premium Economy
there is the option to purchase a third adjacent seat and in Economy there will be a limited number of third and
fourth adjacent aisle seats offered to those who purchase the initial two seats. If you are a solo traveller please
contact us and we'll see if there are any other solo travellers wishing to share a pair of seats so that you may
travel together.

Can I buy two seats for myself? 
- Yes, of course! We already have guests who have purchased two Economy seats for themselves 9and we'll leave
the third seat free for you too!)

When will the flight be confirmed? 
- We're looking to confirm the flight going ahead should we achieve our minimum passenger number by mid June
2021. We’ve had SUCH a HUGE rush of enquiries and even bookings since launching in early October we’ll fill
quickly!

Do I have to rotate my seats? 
- NO! Unlike other scenic charter flights, you do NOT have to rotate your seats with others on the plane. You only
rotate amongst your own travelling companions in your own set of two or three seats during the flight (which
you'll need to work out!). We figure that you have paid a lot of money for this unique, bucket-list experience, that
the last thing you will want is to be changing your seats every 15-20 minutes with passengers in the interior of the
plane during the best part!

Is there an age or other restrictions for the flight? 
- We welcome passengers of all ages on board however as the trip will be around 9-10 hours long we recommend
the trip for ages 8 and above.

• Seats are priced the same for both adults and children
• Children under 16 years of age must travel with an adult
• If you are travelling alone, you should be able to move around the cabin unaided

Can I use or does this flight accumulate Qantas Frequent Flyer Points 
- Unfortunately not as charter flights like this do not accumulate or accept frequent flyer points as they are not
scheduled Qantas flights.

Will I have access to the Business Class Lounge if I book Business Class/Premium Economy or if I have Lounge 
Membership? 
- Unfortunately access to the Business Lounge is not included as part of Business Class and Premium Economy
ticketing with Qantas charter flights.

Do I need a passport? 
- No. As the trip is considered a domestic departure, no passport is required. You will however require
formal/official photo identification for boarding (ie. driver license etc)

Is Travel Insurance Required? 
- Though the flight is classified as domestic, we recommend travel insurance for our passengers. You may wish to
purchase it through us or through another insurance provider. Please enquire with our team for further
information.

Will there be any covid-19 protocols on board? 
- Yes. In conjunction with airport and airline regulations, Qantas/Quo Vadis Holidays at this stage shall be
exercising the following measures which will be refined closer to the date. Please see the full list of protocols that
will most likely be in place on Page 2 of this flyer.



Reservations & Enquiries 

TERMS and CONDITIONS: 
DEPOSIT: A deposit of AU$500 per passenger is required within 3 days of booking to confirm 
your seat reservations. 
FINAL PAYMENT: 100 days prior to departure. 
CANCELLATIONS: Until June 15th 2021 deposit refunded. From June 16th 2021 to 60 days 
lose 25% of total payment. Between 59 & 30 days lose 50%, 29 days or less 100% loss. 
CHANGES IN PRICES & ITINERARIES: Prices in this brochure are based on costs, charges, 
taxes and levies at the time of publication. In the event that such fluctuations affect the price to 
be paid for services, Quo Vadis Holidays reserves the right to adjust prices as necessary at any 
time.  
TRAVELLING ALONE: Seats are sold in pairs with option in premium Economy and Economy 
sections to purchase additional adjacent seats. Solo travellers looking to share a seat-pairing 
with another solo passenger should contact us to check if there are any possibilities for this. 
BAGGAGE: Hand luggage limit of 10kg/person including any photographic equipment that fits 
within the standard Qantas carry-on sizing limits.   
PASSPORTS, ID: Passports are not necessary as the flights are considered domestic however 
ID will be required to match your Boarding Pass.  
MINIMUM NUMBERS: The costs are based upon a minimum of 110 people travelling. The trip 
will be confirmed once minimum numbers are achieved.  
NOT INCLUDED: Airport transfers and incidental expenses are the responsibility of the 
passenger. 
AGENTS RESPONSIBILITY: Quo Vadis Holidays acts as the provider of this trip and have 
chartered Qantas as suppliers of air-transportation and onboard services. For further conditions 
please see those listed at our website under “Terms and Conditions”. 
TRAVEL INSURANCE: Travel Insurance is strongly recommended. 
CHARTER AIRLINE Qantas Airways Limited has been contracted as the operating airline. 
However, Qantas is not involved in the organisation of the flights. 
FARES All fares and charges are per person in Australian dollars. 
PHOTO ID is required upon check-in e.g. Valid drivers licence, passport or equivalent. 
TRANSFER/CHANGES You may transfer your ticket to another person up until 24 hours prior 
to the flight departure. There will be a AU$100 name change service fee per change will apply. 
This same service fee will apply for change of class. 
TRAVEL CREDIT For the 2021 flight all passengers will require a contactless temperature test 
before embarking the aircraft. Those people with a fever (38ºC or higher) will be denied 
boarding, but, will receive a travel credit for a future Southern Lights Flight to the same value of 
their ticket. 
TRAVEL DOCUMENTS Your Southern Lights Flight travel documents and information will be 
forwarded to you approximately 3-4 weeks prior to departure, providing full payment has been 
received. 
SEAT NUMBERS Will not be confirmed in prior to the flight. Requests are taken at time of 
booking but cannot be guaranteed as allocation may need to be adjusted due to final airline trim 
requirements. Numbers will be issued on your boarding pass at the departure airport. 
PHOTOS/VIDEOS Photographs or videos of the flight may be used for promotional purposes. 
Agreeing to these terms online and acceptance of the documents indicates your acceptance 
and release for this material to be used for promotional and/or resale purposes. 
AIRLINE LEVY Airline fuel and/or security levies may apply. 
FORCE MAJEURE Force Majeure means the occurrence of an event that is beyond Southern 
Lights Flight/Quo Vadis Holidays’ reasonable control and which could not have been 
reasonably prevented by Quo Vadis Holidays, which includes, but is not limited to: (a) war, 
armed conflict, criminal damage, riot, civil strife, industrial dispute, terrorist activity or the threat 
of any such acts; (b) natural disaster (including but not limited to flooding, fire, earthquake, 
landslide), adverse weather conditions; (c) nuclear or other industrial accident causing 
environmental pollution or contamination; or (d) change in law, meaning, enactment, 
amendment (including repeal) in the law or administration of any law in Australia or any 
jurisdiction or territory relevant to the booking contract, which includes changes in statute, 
regulation, determination, bylaw, declaration, licence and the common law as applicable from 
time to time, including changes or amendments in regulations or access to services, sites or 
countries caused by declared epidemic or pandemic events. 

Where are you
 going?

TERMINATION OF BOOKING CONTRACT OR CHANGE OF TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
DUE TO FORCE MAJEURE  
If Quo Vadis Holidays, in its reasonable opinion, considers that any Force Majeure event 
prevents Quo Vadis Holidays (whether directly or through its employees, contractors, 
subcontractors and agents) from lawfully or safely providing any products or services 
subject of the booking contract with you, Quo Vadis Holidays may immediately by written 
notice: (a) terminate the booking contract (in whole or in part); or (b) change your travel 
arrangements as reasonably practicable to ensure your safety and invoice you for any 
additional costs. 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IN THE EVENT OF FORCE MAJEURE  
In the event of a Force Majeure event making it impossible or unsafe for Quo Vadis Holidays 
to deliver all or part of the holiday package, Quo Vadis Holidays will refund the customer for 
the unperformed part of the holiday package less any reasonable losses incurred before 
cancellation. Losses may amount to a substantial proportion of the booking price. Quo Vadis 
Holidays will use reasonable endeavours to minimise losses incurred by our guests. 
Customers must take out travel insurance to protect themselves against loss in these 
circumstances. 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
1. Our holiday packages include the services of independent providers, such as airlines and 
other operators, who are not agents, servants or employees of Quo Vadis Holidays.
Although we take care in selecting the independent service providers, Quo Vadis Holidays is
not responsible for the conduct of the independent service providers, their servants and 
agents or for any ramifications of that conduct. 
2. If, in the opinion of any representative of Quo Vadis Holidays, your mental or physical 
condition, or general behaviour is such as to affect your own health and safety, render you
incapable to care for yourself, cause you to become a hazard to yourself or other 
passengers or result in you becoming objectionable to other passengers or staff, you will 
not be permitted to embark or continue on the whole or any part of the holiday package. 
Quo Vadis Holidays representatives are empowered to ask guests to depart a holiday
package if they are displaying known COVID-19 symptoms. Abuse or harassment of any 
kind toward crew, contracted suppliers or other guests may result in immediate removal 
from a holiday package. Quo Vadis Holidays is not liable to you for any costs associated
with such decision and you will not be refunded for any part of the holiday package.
3. Quo Vadis Holidays accepts no responsibility for any death, injury, illness, loss (including
loss of enjoyment), damage, detention or delay (including mechanical breakdown) beyond 
its control. 
4. Any term, condition or warranty express or implied by statute or otherwise in respect of
the holiday packages are excluded to the full extent permitted by law. Nothing in these 
booking conditions excludes, restricts or modifies the application of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) as amended, consolidated, supplemented or replaced.
5. To the full extent permitted by law, Quo Vadis Holidays’ liability arising under or in
connection with these booking conditions: (a) is limited to the resupply of the products or
services or the payment of the cost of resupply of the products or services to you; and (b)
excludes liability for any indirect or consequential losses suffered by you or any third party,
howsoever caused, including but not limited to pure economic loss or any special, 
extraordinary or punitive damage to you or any other party. 
6. You or your travel agent will forward deposits and other payments to us on your behalf,
but your travel agent is not our agent for the purpose of receipt of monies. Receipt of
deposits and subsequent payments by the travel agent does not constitute receipt of those 
monies by us and the travel agent has no authority expressed or implied to receive monies 
on our behalf. There is no liability on the part of Quo Vadis Holidays in respect to any 
monies paid to your travel agent, unless and until Quo Vadis Holidays notifies you (by way 
of a booking confirmation advice or payment receipt advice) that monies have been received 
by Quo Vadis Holidays. Quo Vadis Holidays reserves the right to cancel any ticket or
booking or refuse to carry any passenger where payment has not been received by Quo 
Vadis Holidays within the specified time. 
7. The photographs appearing in the brochure and on the website are representational only 
and are not a guarantee that everything will be exactly as depicted at the location upon 
arrival. Whilst every endeavour will be made to adhere to the proposed route, weather 
conditions may determine the actual route, according to the absolute discretion of the 
Captain of the aircraft. No guarantee can be given of clear viewing conditions or the
appearance of aurora australis/southern lights and no refund or part refund will be made if 
they do not appear or if views are fully or partially obscured. Alternative routes will be
selected to give the best viewing if the planned route has unfavourable weather conditions.
GOVERNING RULE 
The charter proposal set out herein and the participants’ acceptance by completion of the 
registration form creates an agreement between the Charter Manager and the participants
subject to the law of the State of Victoria. The registration forms part of this documentation.
SPECIAL NOTE
A Qantas 787 aircraft will operate all flights; however, other Qantas aircraft may be 
substituted without notice. Frequent flyer points do not apply. Depending on prevailing 
weather conditions the flight path may vary. Alternative flight paths will be decided by the 
Captain of the aircraft based upon prevailing conditions during the flight.

GLEN WAVERLEY
(03) 9886 8899
glenwaverley@where2travel.com.au

GREENSBOROUGH
(03) 9434 1354
greensborough@where2travel.com.au

MALVERN
(03) 9576 0166
malvern@where2travel.com.au




